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We will no
longer be using
the yellow
order cards.
Please cut out and
fill the order
sheets on the left
with your book
requests and
enclose them in
the canvas mailing
bags with your
books.
You can also call
us toll free at :
1-800-395-9144

or email us at
teresa.martinez1@state.nm.us

or
veronica.tapia@state.nm.us

with your
requests.
Let us know if
you need another
order sheet with
your next order.

CATEGORY CODES
What is the 3 letter code at the beginning of each book description? These category codes will
give you more specific information about the books that you are borrowing (Not every category
will appear in each catalog). *Please Note: Previous Catalogs are still available to order from.

Happy Reading!
ADV
AGY
ANI
ANT
ART
AUT
BIO
BLI
BUS
CAR
CKG
COM
CUR
DIT
DRA
EDU
ENV
FAM
FAN
FIC
FIN
GAM
GAR
GRA

Adventure
Anthology
Animals
Antiques/
Collectibles
Art/Architecture
Automotive
Biography/
Autobiography
African-American
Interest
Business/
Economics
Career/Jobs
Cooking
Computer
Current Events
Dictionary/
Thesaurus
Drama/Films/
Plays
Education
Environmental
Family/Marriage
Fantasy
General Fiction
Investments/
Personal Finance
Games/Puzzles
Gardening
Graphic Novels

HEA
HIF
HIS
HMR
HOB
HOL
HOR
HUM
JVE
JVI
JVP
JVY
LAN
LAT
LIF
LIT
LTC
MED
MLC
MOT
MOV
MUS
MYS
NAT
NEW
NTV
OCC
OCF

Health/Diet/Exercise
Historical Fiction
History
Home Repair/
Decorating
Hobbies/Crafts
Holidays
Horror
Humor
Juvenile/Ages 5-8
Juvenile/Ages 8-12
Juvenile/Preschool
Juvenile/Ages 13-18
Language
Latin Fiction
Lifestyle
Literature/Classics
Literature/
Contemporary
Medical
Multi cultural
Inspirational/
Motivational
Movie/TV Tie-In
Music/Dance
Mystery
Nature
New Age
Native American
Occult
Occult Fiction
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PAR Parenting/
Childbirth
PHI Philosophy
PHO Photography
POE Poetry
POL Politics
POP Popular Culture
PDY Psychology/
Self Help
REC Recovery
REF Reference/
General
REL Religious
RFL Reference/
Foreign Languages
ROM Romance
SCI Science
SEX Sexuality
SFF Science Fiction
SOC Sociology
SPA Spanish
SPO Sports/
Recreation
SUS Suspense
SW Southwest
TAX Tax Preparation
TRD Travel/Domestic
TRF Travel/Foreign
TRU True Crime
WES Western
WOM Women’s Studies
XMS Christmas

BIO  Same kind of different as
me
Hall, Ron
LP-3829

Animals
ANI  An eagle named Freedom :
Guidry, Jeff
LP-3800

A modern-day slave and an
international art dealer are bound
together by a dying woman's faith.
Will Ron, the art dealer, be able to
embrace Denver, who's been homeless
for almost 20 years? Will Denver learn
to trust a white man? There's pain and
laughter, doubt and tears, and in the
end a triumphant story.

An inspiring story describes how a
dedicated man lovingly nursed a young
eaglet with two broken wings back to
health, and how this majestic bird later
inspired him to triumph over his own
life-threatening condition.
Biography/Autobiography

BIO  I am Hutterite: the
fascinating story of a young
woman's journey to reclaim her
heritage
Kirby, Mary Ann
LP-3771

BIO  Love times three: our true
story of a polygamous marriage
Darger, Joe
LP-3772
The family that was an inspiration for
Big Love invites readers into their
lives, hoping to illuminate why
contemporary men and women are
choosing a polygamous lifestyle and
explaining how their relationships
developed, the sister wife relationship
and their roles in the marriage.

Shares how the author's life changed
after her parents decided to leave their
strict Hutterite community and she
discovered an outside world that
contained processed food, Walt Disney
and bikes.

BIO  Prime time
Fonda, Jane
LP-3773

BIO  The last boy :
Leavy, Jane
LP-3818

The Oscar-winning actress, fitness
expert and political activist outlines a
roadmap for seniors who are
experiencing unprecedented rates of
longevity, sharing practical advice on
everything from fitness and sexuality
to coming to terms with past mistakes
and embracing a spiritual life.

Drawing on more than 500 interviews
with friends and family, teammates,
and opponents, Leavy delivers the
definitive account of Mantle's life,
mining the mythology of The Mick for
the true story of a luminous and
illustrious talent with a damaged soul.
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BIO  Drama: an actor's
education
Lithgow, John
LP-3844

university sociologist who finds him
the perfect subject for his research,
until he is faced with a new kind of
moral decision.

Sharing a backstage history of his
early life and career that took place
before he became a nationally-known
star, and paying tribute to the most
important influence in his life: his
father, Arthur Lithgow, the actor
reveals why actors are driven to
perform, and why people are driven to
watch them do it.

FIC  The map of true places
Barry, Brunonia
LP-3819
Zee Finch, a psychotherapist, has come
home to Salem to take care of her
ailing father and to try to figure out her
own life after the suicide of one of her
patients, which was made even more
difficult by Zee's past, her mother
committed suicide herself, in front of
her.

Family/Marriage
FAM  The power of prayer to
change your marriage
Omartian, Stormie.
LP-3821

FIC  Executive intent
Brown, Dale
LP-3810

This book provides tools both men and
women can use effectively as powerful
resources to help their marriages last a
lifetime and to navigate the deeper
places of their relationship with their
spouse with grace, resiliency, and
hope.

When the United States develops a
new, state-of-the-art missile defense
weapon, it threatens global stability
and pits the world's superpowers in a
contest for dominance in the space
around Earth's orbit.
FIC  Long Gone
Burke, Alafair
LP-3787

General Fiction

When her dream job causes her to
become the prime suspect in a murder
investigation, art gallery manager
Alice Humphrey must prove that she
has been set up, a deadly mission that
plunges her into a high-tech criminal
conspiracy.

FIC  Lost memory of skin
Banks, Russell
LP-3838
Taking up residence with other
convicted sex offenders, the Kid, on
probation after doing time for an affair
with an underage girl, forms a tentative
partnership with the Professor, a
2

FIC  A summer in Sonoma
Carr, Robyn
LP-3824

FIC  Nightwoods
Frazier, Charles
LP-3841

They've been best friends since
seventh grade. But this summer,
teetering on the threshold of thirty,
four women are going to need each
other more than ever. Cassie is still
looking Mr. Forever ; Julie married her
high school sweetheart too young.
Marty's firefighter husband has
forgotten all about romance, and Beth,
a busy doctor, is trapped in a body that
has betrayed her again. Life can
change in an instant, or a summer.
Having old friends to lean on can only
up the chances of happily ever after.

Named the guardian of her murdered
sister's troubled twins, Luce of 1950s
rural North Carolina struggles to build
a family with the children and a new
romantic prospect before being
targeted by the twins' father, her
sister's killer, who believes that the
children are in possession of a stolen
cache of money.
FIC  The caregiver
Gray, Shelley S.
LP-3830
When her train breaks down on the
way to take care of her ailing cousin,
Lucy Troyer finds the spark she was
looking for all her life when she bands
together with the only Amish person
on the train, the dashing Calvin
Weaver, to find a place to stay for the
night.

FIC  Falling together
De los Santos, Marisa
LP-3835
Six years after their friendship abruptly
ended, Will, Pen and Kat are brought
together at their college reunion where
past and present collide, sending them
on an unexpected journey across the
world that changes everything.
FIC  A secret kept
DeRosnay, Tatiana

FIC  Dune Road
Green, Jane
LP-3809
Our heroine is a single mom who
works for a famous-and famously
reclusive-novelist. When she stumbles
on a secret that the great man has kept
hidden for years, she knows that there
are plenty of women in town who
would love to get their hands on itincluding some who fancy the writer
for themselves.

LP-3842

When traumatic memories about a
disturbing event from a childhood
summer holiday cause his sister to
suffer a debilitating car accident,
Antoine befriends a street-wise
mortician who helps him to manage
painful family truths.
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FIC  Hannah's dream
Hammond, Diane Coplin LP-3814

FIC  Labor Day
Maynard, Joyce
LP-3817

For forty-one years, Samson Brown
has been caring for Hannah, the lone
elephant at the down-at-the-heels Max
L. Biedelman Zoo. Having vowed not
to retire until an equally loving and
devoted caretaker is found to replace
him, Sam rejoices when smart,
compassionate Neva Wilson is hired as
the new elephant keeper. But Neva
quickly discovers what Sam already
knows: that despite their loving care,
Hannah is isolated from other
elephants and her feet are nearly
ruined from standing on hard concrete
all day. Using her contacts in the
zookeeping world, Neva and Sam
hatch a plan to send Hannah to an
elephant sanctuary, just as the zoo's
angry, unhappy director launches an
aggressive revitalization campaign that
spotlights Hannah as the star
attraction, inextricably tying Hannah's
future to the fate of the Max L.
Biedelman Zoo.

A precocious and alienated 13-yearold boy; his troubled, lonely mother;
and a peculiar, enigmatic man: three
lives that are changed forever through
an unexpected encounter that takes
place one long, hot Labor Day
weekend.
FIC  On the divinity of second
chances
McLaren, Kaya
LP-3820
Jade’s family is slowly pulling apart. Her
grandmother lives on a farm and spends
her days angrily shooting at her neighbor
with a pistol. Her father, sidelined by a
heart attack, putters around the house
alphabetizing everything and secretly
reading Forbes magazine. Her mother
deals with the throes of menopause by
painting pictures of raisins. Her older
sister, Olive, was recently dumped by her
boyfriend because she refused to live in a
tipi in the woods with him. Her younger
brother, Forrest, who committed a
horrible crime at age 14, lives in selfexile in a tree house in the Idaho
wilderness. Jade herself is doing all right,
even if the only assistance she gets is
from her spirit guide, Grace. When Olive
abandons her job and reveals that she is
pregnant, the family members realize
they’ve reached a crisis point and they
must come back together to find what
they’ve lost along the way.

FIC  The red garden
Hoffman, Alice
LP-3794
Traces the multi-generational story of
wintry Blackwell town through the
experiences of such characters as a
wounded Civil War solider who is
saved by a passionate neighbor and a
woman who meets a fiercely human
historical figure.
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FIC  Getting to happy
McMillan, Terry
LP-3783

Historical Fiction
HIF  Spies of the Balkans
Furst, Alan
LP-3790

A sequel to the best-selling Waiting to
Exhale picks up 15 years later to find
Savannah contemplating divorce,
Bernadine succumbing to painkiller
addiction after a second husband's
swindle, Robin falling into
shopaholism and Gloria confronting
profound change after a fateful event.

A tale set in World War II Macedonia
finds senior police official Costa Zannis
working with a resistance cell and secret
operatives from various European regions
to organize an escape route from Berlin
to neutral Turkey.

FIC  Everything we ever wanted
Shepard, Sara
LP-3834

HIF  Cassandra & Jane :
Pitkeathley, Jill
LP-3807

A late night phone call to Sylvie BatesMcAllister throws her family into
turmoil and exposes a tangled web of
secrets as her adopted son, Scott, is
accused of participating in a hazing
ritual at the private school where he
teaches.

Legend says that, after Jane Austen's
death, many of her personal letters
were deliberately destroyed by her
sister Cassandra. Pitkeathley
reimagines the friendship between the
two sisters in this novel that looks at
one of literature's most intriguing
figures through the eyes of the sister
who knew her best.

FIC  Last night at Chateau
Marmont
Weisberger, Laura
LP-3786

HIF  The help
Stockett, Kathryn

A woman supports her musician lover
as he works his way to rock-star status,
only to find herself dumped for a
Brazilian supermodel, a tragedy that
causes her to seek solace in a
sisterhood of women who have been
jilted by successful men, and are out
for revenge.

LP-3798

Limited and persecuted by racial
divides in 1962 Jackson, Mississippi,
three women, including an AfricanAmerican maid, her sassy and
chronically unemployed friend, and a
recently graduated white woman, team
up for a clandestine project against a
backdrop of the budding civil rights
era.
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HIS  Bloody crimes :
Swanson, James L.
LP-3802

History
HIS  The Pacific
Ambrose, Hugh
LP-3777

Traces the disparate fates of the two
opposing Civil War presidents,
recounting the pursuit of Confederate
president Jefferson Davis after the war
and the fourteen-day funeral train that
took Abraham Lincoln's body home to
Springfield, Illinois.

A companion to the HBO miniseries
focuses on the real-life stories of five
U.S. armed servicemen who fought the
key battles against Japan during World
War II, from Bataan and Midway to
Iwo Jima and Okinawa.

Horror

HIS  American uprising
Rasmussen, Daniel
LP-3793

HOR  The night strangers
Bohjalian, Chris
LP-3840

Provides a gripping and revealing
history of the 1811 New Orleans slave
rebellion that provides new insight into
American expansionism and the path
to the Civil War.

After he crashes his plane into Lake
Champlain, killing most of the
passengers, Chip Linton moves into a
new home with his wife and twin
daughters and soon finds himself being
haunted by the dead passengers, all while
his wife wonders by the strange herbalist
denizens of the town have taken such an
interest in her daughters.

HIS  Horse soldiers :
Stanton, Doug
LP-3816
Documents the post-September 11
mission during which a small band of
Special Forces soldiers captured the
strategic Afghan city of Mazar-e Sharif
as part of an effort to defeat the
Taliban, in a dramatic account that
includes testimonies by Afghanistan
citizens whose lives were changed by
the war.

Mystery
MYS  Burn
Barr, Nevada

LP-3805

Recovering from recent emotional
trauma, National Park Service ranger
Anna Pigeon goes to New Orleans to
visit her friend, Geneva, only to
become the target of a dark curse,
prompting her to investigate what it
has to do with a fugitive mother
accused of killing her family.
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MYS  Chapter & hearse
Barrett, Lorna
LP-3799

shattered by a murder that is
investigated by a handsome FBI agent.

Mystery bookstore owner Tricia Miles
finds herself immersed in a real-life
whodunit when the owner of the
town's history bookstore is killed in a
gas explosion that is linked to her
sister's boyfriend.

MYS  All the pretty hearses
Daheim, Mary
LP-3774
When her husband Joe is accused of
murdering an insurance fraud suspect,
bed-and-breakfast owner and amateur
sleuth Judith McMonigle Flynn must
try to prove his innocence while
dealing with unbearable guests, parish
issues, and her mother.

MYS  The glass rainbow
Burke, James Lee
LP-3784
Returning to his Louisiana hometown
to investigate a murder, detective Dave
Robicheaux finds his skills pushed to
their limits when his best friend is
accused and his daughter becomes
involved in shady business dealings.

MYS  Silks
Francis, Dick

LP-3823

After his client, the arrogant Julian
Trent, is convicted and sentenced,
Geoffrey Mason, a defense barrister
with a passion for horse racing, finds
himself caught in the middle of a web
of danger when he becomes involved
in the case of jockey Steve Mitchell,
accused of killing a fellow rider.

MYS  Murder under cover
Carlisle, Kate
LP-3839
When her best friend Robin gives her
an exquisite copy of the "Kama Sutra"
to appraise and restore, bookbinder
Brooklyn Wainwright is unwittingly
drawn into an international conspiracy
that leads to murder.

MYS  The wedding shawl
Goldenbaum, Sally
LP-3843
When Izzy Chambers' wedding plans
begin to unravel after her wedding
party's stylist is found dead, the
Seaside Knitters must not only find
some answers, but complete the
wedding shawl they made for the
bride.

MYS  To have and to kill
Clark, Mary J.
LP-3795
An initial entry in a new series by the
best-selling author of Dying for Mercy
introduces wedding cake decorator
Piper Donovan, whose first job
preparing a cake for a soap star is
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MYS  Classified as murder
James, Miranda
LP-3831

MYS  A lonely death
Todd, Charles
LP-3796

Aging eccentric James Delacorte asks
Charlie the librarian to do an inventory
of his rare book collection, but the job
goes from tedious to terrifying when
James turns up dead. Relying on his
cat Diesel to paw around for clues,
Charlie has to catch the killer before
another victim checks out.

A latest entry in the Edgar Awardnominated series finds the intrepid
Scotland Yard detective investigating
the Sussex village murders of three
former soldiers, a case that puts
Rutledge's career and life on the line.
MYS  A test of wills :
Todd, Charles
LP-3827

MYS  Hangman
Kellerman, Faye
LP-3813

Back home after serving in World War
I, Scotland Yard Inspector Ian
Rutledge returns to work and must
solve the murder of a retired military
officer, a crime in which the main
suspect is a highly decorated war hero.

LAPD Lieutenant, Peter Decker
reluctantly agrees to do a big favor for
old friend, Teresa McLaughlin, but
when she and her husband disappear,
Decker's search is interrupted by the
gruesome murder of a young health
care worker.

MYS  An impartial witness
Todd, Charles
LP-3801
Nurse Bess Crawford finds herself
involved in the search for a devious
and dangerous killer in 1917 London
after a woman she recognized from a
wounded soldier's photo is found
murdered.

MYS  The girl in the green
raincoat
Lippman, Laura
LP-3797
Bed-ridden while in the last two
months of her pregnancy, Tess
Monaghan blissfully watches a little
girl in a green raincoat play with her
dog in the park across the street, until
one day when she sees the dog running
loose, and becomes obsessed with the
idea that harm has befallen the dog's
owner.
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REL  Get off your knees & pray
Walsh, Sheila
LP-3812

Psychology/Self Help
PDY  Women food and God:
Roth, Geneen
LP-3778

We know we can talk to God, but it
just sounds so important, so
intimidating, so "religious." Only the
very spiritual hear from Him directly.
Only those who live as missionaries or
in a monastery can really pray and
move mountains. Right? Wrong.
Sheila has come a long way since the
days when she shied away from
prayer.

Presents an argument that likens
overeating to an addiction intended to
numb painful emotions, and counsels
readers to eat in accordance with seven
key guidelines and with a greater
awareness of actual needs.

Religious
REL  Breaking the worry habit-forever!
George, Elizabeth
LP-3804

Romance
ROM  Escape
Delinsky, Barbara

Tackling the growing problem of
anxiety, Elizabeth George draws on
the Bible and her personal experiences
to help readers develop their trust in
the Lord and take steps to keep worry
and runaway fear in check.

LP-3780

Languishing in her career as a business
lawyer after relinquishing her dream to
defend victims of corporate abuse,
Emily Aulenbach impulsively
abandons her husband and returns to a
New Hampshire town where she spent
a watershed college summer.

REL  Can America survive?:
Hagee, John
LP-3776

ROM  The brazen bride
Laurens, Stephanie
LP-3803

A New York Times best-selling author
examines political, global and personal
issues, such as the impending nuclear
war in the Middle East, continued
conflict over Israel, the death of the
American dollar and persistent
persecution of Christianity, as threats
to the survival of America.

After he is shipwrecked and wounded,
Major Logan Monteith, an ex-officer
of the Crown on a mission to bring
down a traitor known only as the Black
Cobra, is rescued by Linnet Trevission,
a brazen beauty who is as daring as he.
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ROM  Happy birthday
Steel, Danielle
LP-3785

SUS  Intervention
Blackstock, Terri

A famous lifestyle arbiter and her shy
chef daughter have their lives
profoundly transformed on the eve of
their 60th and 30th birthdays when a
chance encounter in an elevator and a
holiday weekend indiscretion lead to
new chances at love.

Barbara Covington has one more
chance to save her daughter from a
devastating addiction: staging an
intervention. But when eighteen-yearold Emily disappears on the way to
drug treatment-and her interventionist
is found dead at the airport where she
was last seen-Barbara enters her
darkest nightmare of all.

Suspense

LP-3815

SUS  Defensive wounds
Black, Lisa
LP-3832

SUS  Tough customer
Brown, Sandra
LP-3791

Called in to investigate the brutal
murder of a local attorney whose body
was found in the Ritz-Carlton, the
hotel where her daughter is working
for the summer, forensic scientist
Theresa MacLean must unravel the
clues to stop a killer.

Entreated by his former lover,
Caroline, to help protect her daughter
from a depraved man who has been
stalking her, staff investigator Dodge
Hanley teams up with a small-town
sheriff and enlists shady methods to
find answers.

SUS  Double minds
Blackstock, Terri

SUS  Cure
Cook, Robin

LP-3808

Struggling to succeed in the Nashville
music scene, talented
singer/songwriter Parker James finds
the competition fierce, even deadly. A
young woman's murder, industry
corruption, and a menacing stalker
draw Parker into danger and intrigue.
Nothing is as it appears, and
unraveling the truth challenges
everything Parker believes about her
talent, her future, and her faith.

LP-3779

New York City medical examiner
Laurie Montgomery faces the case of
her career involving the suspected
poisoning murder of a CIA agent and
possible links to a powerful
pharmaceutical company and start-up
stem-cell research labs.
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SUS  Foreign body
Cook, Robin
LP-3811

SUS  Spycatcher
Dunn, Matthew
LP-3769

New York City medical examiners
Laurie Montgomery and Jack
Stapleton rush to India to help a UCLA
student investigating medical tourism
and a sinister global conspiracy.

Unpredictable agent Will Cochrane
must catch the world's most wanted
international terrorist mastermind, who
was responsible for the death of his
father in Iraq 25 years ago, and avert
an attack the likes of which the world
has never seen.

SUS  Whiplash
Coulter, Catherine

LP-3825

SUS  The litigators
Grisham, John
LP-3837

Hired by a Yale professor to
investigate the suspicious
unavailability of a critical
chemotherapy drug, Erin Pulaski
discovers that its manufacturer is
imposing a shortage to enable billions
in windfall profits, a finding that is
complicated by the brutal murder of a
top employee.

Law firm partners Oscar Finley and
Wally Figg see a chance for huge
financial gain when they learn of a
pending class action lawsuit against
the makers of Krayoxx, a popular
cholesterol-reducing drug suspected of
causing heart attacks.

SUS  Blood of the reich
Dietrich, William
LP-3775

SUS  Eyes wide open
Gross, Andrew
LP-3781

Combining past and present,
mythology, history and modern
physics with war, romance and
betrayal, this gripping novel follows
software publicist Rominy Pickett who
meets a mysterious journalist who
claims to know the truth about her
family, a revelation that could save the
world from a rising evil.

When disaster strikes his older brother
Charlie, who once fell under the sway
of a deeply disturbed cult-like figure,
Jay Erlich is drawn back into his
brother's past of secrets, terror, and
lies.
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SUS  Queen of the night
Jance, Judith A.
LP-3822

psychologist Tom Crandall becomes
caught in a terrifying conspiracy that
threatens his own sanity.

The traditions of the Tohono O'odham
people are woven into the fabric of
three families as Dr. Lani Walker and
Pima County homicide investigator
Brian Fellows join forces to protect a
little girl who witnessed her mother's
murder.
SUS  Eve
Johansen, Iris

SUS  Wicked prey
Sandford, John
LP-3826
Lucas Davenport deals with security
concerns during preparation for the
Republican National Convention, as a
criminal from his past targets his
fourteen-year-old daughter.

LP-3833

SUS  The rembrandt affair
Silva, Daniel
LP-3788

When a CIA contact discovers possible
information about Eve Duncan's longmissing child, the forensic sculptor
struggles to piece together clues about
a believed-dead person and her own
early life.
SUS  The ridge
Koryta, Michael

Severing his ties with the Office to
care for his traumatized wife after a
violent showdown with Ivan Kharkov,
Gabriel is reluctantly drawn into a case
involving a murdered art restorer and
discovers unsettling links between the
killers and a recently discovered
Rembrandt.

LP-3789

A local Kentucky reporter must
convince people that an age-old local
legend has come to life after he
receives a suicide note from the
builder of a homemade lighthouse in
the middle of the woods.

SUS  Foreign influence
Thor, Brad
LP-3782
Recruited as a field operative for a new
Department of Defense spy agency
that reports only to a secret panel of
military insiders, former Navy SEAL
Scot Harvath investigates the bombing
death of a group of American students
in Rome, an act with possible ties to a
past colleague.

SUS  L. A. Mental
McMahon, Neil
LP-3836
When he discovers that his troubled
younger brother, Nick, has been
blackmailing their brother Paul, a
would-be Hollywood mogul,
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SUS  Before I go to sleep
Watson, S. J.
LP-3770
Without her husband's knowledge,
Christine, whose memory is damaged
by a long-ago accident, is treated by a
neurologist who helps her to remember
her former self through journal entries
until inconsistencies begin to emerge,
raising disturbing questions.

True Crime
TRU  But I trusted you :
Rule, Ann
LP-3806
Explores cases of people killed by
trusted spouses, lovers, family
members, or helpful strangers who
turned on them, including the murder
of Chuck Leonard, a middle school
counselor who was an odd mix of
family man and wild man.

Western
WES  Blue-eyed devil
Parker, Robert B.
LP-3828
Once, Appaloosa law was Virgil Cole
and Everett Hitch. Now it's Amos
Callico, a vindictive, power-hungry tin
star with bigger aims-and he could use
Cole and Hitch on his side. This time
the paid guns aren't for hire, which
makes Callico a very vengeful man.
But threatening Cole and Hitch ignites
something just as dangerous.
13

Friendly Tips/Notes:

1. Please DO NOT throw away sheets of paper that are enclosed with your
books. It has your due date information on it. We are no longer stamping
the due dates on the inside cover of the books. Instead, we are enclosing a
sheet of paper that has a list of titles checked out to you and their due
dates.
2. If you have several mailing bags with only a few books in each coming back
to us, you can put all books and any extra bags into the bigger bag and mail to
us. This will save on postage.
3. Please do not send empty mailing bags through the mail as each one is a
minimum charge of $2.26 per bag. This will also save on postage. If you just
have a slip of paper with your order in the bag, we suggest calling us toll free
or email us to place your order.
4. Please put your name or ID# on the white order sheets when sending them
back to us with your books. These sheets can get mixed up with other orders
when we are emptying bags and if there is no name, it is hard to match up the
order with the books. If there is a name on it, you are sure to get your order.
5. If you have not yet returned your updated registration form, please call
us to fill one out by phone.

If you would rather receive our quarterly catalog by email ONLY through a Word
attachment or would rather access it online, please call us toll free at
1-800-395-9144 and let us know. Thank you for using Books by Mail.
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